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Comments, remarks

Mrs. Veisova worked very structured already from the beginning of her task. She used methods of project management and scientific state of the art analysis. Her work was very focused to achieve a maximum of results in the given time.

I like especially emphasize that all of the presented results are based on her own ideas and work. Mrs. Veisova made the concept of a "Internet 4.0 demonstration unit", designed the circuits, manufactured parts of the printed circuit boards, programmed the processor and had to build her own drivers for some sensors. Finally the prototype was proven with test gases and dusts. To round the work up a very good summary by power point presentation and video demonstration was created.

Beside impressive results on scientifical level cost was always kept at a minimum level.

To my evaluation this theses is an excellent engineering work.
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Work meets the Master degree requirements and therefore I recommend it for defense
I suggest to classify this work by grade Excellent (1)
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